Measuring phacoemulsification groove depth using probe tip dimensions and biometry lens thickness readings
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Aim: To describe a useful technique utilizing lens thickness from biometric data as well as phacoemulsification (phaco) probe tip dimensions, in order to more accurately determine safe groove depth during divide and conquer techniques for cataract surgery.

Methods: Single center, selection of patients for cataract surgery deemed low risk and suitable for surgical teaching cases. Individual lens thickness measurements from biometry were calculated with known phaco tip dimensions to give an individualized safe number of phaco tip depths for grooving during divide and conquer. This technique was then applied during cataract surgery.

Results: Utilization of this technique allows calculation and determination of an appropriate number of phaco tip depths of grooving for each individual patient. This technique was applied as a teaching tool for surgical trainees, with subsequent successful safe cataract surgeries completed. No posterior capsule ruptures were noted for these cases.

Conclusion: By combining the biometric measurements of an individual patient’s lens thickness together with known phaco tip dimensions, individualized safe groove depths can be theoretically determined and applied during divide and conquer cataract surgery.
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Introduction
The divide and conquer technique first described by Gimbel in the late 1980s, has been gradually refined and tested over the years to be safe and reliable. It involves formation of deep grooves within the lens to allow for fracturing into smaller segments within the capsular bag using the phacoemulsification (phaco) tip and a secondary instrument. This technique is commonly taught first to surgical trainees, due to its advantages of requiring less bimanual manipulation, greater anterior chamber stability, and high reliance on visual cues, compared to more difficult techniques such as the chop technique. One of the challenging steps of this technique is determining adequate groove depth during sculpting to produce a thin enough posterior plate for effective splitting of the nucleus. Too shallow a groove and the nucleus fails to split, disrupting groove wall integrity, and making further attempts more difficult. Too deep a groove and a posterior capsule rupture is potentially created.

Current methods of groove depth assessment are several, and include utilizing phaco tip diameters. The literature differs in the estimates of how many phaco tips should fit vertically inside a groove, ranging from 2–4. Other visual cues include observing the red reflex, with brightening red reflex suggesting thinning posterior plate, as well as observing for groove floor linear striations parallel to trench long axis, meeting at
posterior Y-suture. Visual techniques include utilizing good stereopsis, with better depth perception at lower magnifications. The parallax technique has also been described, which involves observation of the posterior opacities relative to base of groove when small side to side nuclear displacements are made. Less movement would indicate a deeper groove. This is useful in posterior cortical or subcapsular cataracts where red reflex may be of limited use.

Use of phaco tip diameters is a recognized technique to physically estimate depth however, variables such as phaco probe type and exact lens thickness dimensions can help determine more accurately how many phaco tips depths is the optimum for a particular case.

**Patients**

Patients consisted of those undergoing routine cataract surgery and were selected based on appropriateness for trainee operators. Factors considered included ability to remain immobile, minimal preexisting ocular disease, clear corneas, deep anterior chambers, lens stability, and medium density nuclear cataracts.

This report meets the principles set in the Declaration of Helsinki. Written informed consent was obtained from all patients undergoing cataract operations, including material used for teaching and publication purposes, in our hospital (Hawkes Bay Hospital, Hastings, NZ). Given the intraoperative phaco probe depth technique described is commonly already in routine practice, our paper focuses on adding theoretical calculations to allow for the method to be utilized more effectively and safely. As such, this methodology was deemed low risk and out of scope with the NZ Health and Disabilities Ethics Committee, with no application for ethics approval made.

**Methods**

In the preoperative stage, appropriate patients are determined for trainee operators. As part of routine preoperative cataract assessment, biometry is done and measurements of lens thickness are often available. With the modern intraocular lens formulas and biometry devices, lens thickness measurements are becoming more commonplace in ophthalmic practice, and are likely to be incorporated into future biometric preoperative measurements routinely.

Knowledge of phaco probe dimensions is crucial for determining probe tip vertical height and official manufacturer product dimensions is ideal. We routinely use a 0.9 mm Kelman 45° Mini-Flared ABS tip (Alcon Laboratories, Inc., Fort Worth, TX, USA). The described 0.9 mm is the internal diameter of the tip aperture whilst the outside diameter is actually approximately 1.2 mm, which will also be the vertical height of the phaco tip aperture. Otherwise, one can physically measure the dimensions of the instrument. For those mathematically inclined, one could calculate the aperture diameter for any angled tip, (assuming the probe body diameter was known and the tip was not flared) via the trigonometric equation to calculate the hypotenuse of an angle as shown in Figure 1.

During preoperative planning, an estimate of the required number of phase tip depths for each case can be made, aiming to produce a groove of sufficient depth to enable cracking but maintaining a safe distance from the posterior capsule. For example, if a patient’s biometry with a lens thickness of 4.47 mm, using a phaco tip of height of 1.2 mm, an estimated three and half phaco tips would provide adequate depth and still be a safe distance away from the posterior capsule. Keeping this figure in mind, the initial sculpting phase also requires careful recognition of how much of the anterior cortex is removed or disrupted, as measurement will be referenced to the original anterior cortex height. As the grooves are deepened, measurement of depth is done by placing the phaco tip at the deepest central part of the groove in a fashion so that the aperture is vertically oriented as shown in Figure 2, thus achieving expected vertical height of the probe. The top of the probe tip is then measured against the groove wall, and the probe is lifted to place the bottom of the tip

---

**Figure 1** Calculating phacoemulsification probe aperture diameter using trigonometry.

**Figure 2** Placing phacoemulsification probe centrally in groove to assess vertical groove height.
at the previously noted wall height position. This continues until the probe reaches the height of the original anterior cortex and from here further grooving can be decided if the required number of probe tip depths have not been reached. Once the required depth has been reached, splitting of the nucleus proceeds as normal.

Results
The main results of this described technique allow the operator to calculate the exact number of appropriate probe depths during grooving for any individual patient, as long as preoperative biometry and phaco tip dimensions are known. At the time of writing, this technique has been utilized successfully in a small handful of patients during trainee operated surgery. No posterior capsule rupture occurred during these operations.

Discussion
With the current available methods of estimating phaco groove depth, many are utilized more effectively once a surgeon gains experience and familiarity with intraoperative findings. To a trainee surgeon however, the knowledge of just how bright a red reflex needs to be before adequate depth is reached is perhaps more difficult to obtain. This can be further complicated by cases where posterior cortical or subcapsular cataract can limit use of red reflexes. Our technique is independent of preexisting lens characteristics or intraoperative findings which may or may not occur in different cases, so can be applied in all cases. This technique can also be helpful when teaching cataract surgery using a microscope that has a monocular view through the side arm viewing eyepiece.

The use of phaco tips as a measurement device provides a physical way to gauge groove depths and can be utilized by both established and trainee cataract surgeons. Previous texts have recommended grooves of anywhere between 2 and 4 phaco tip depths, giving potential groove depths of approximately 2 mm to 4 mm but knowing that cataract lens thickness will vary between individuals (one study showing thickness variations of 4.26±0.55 mm), these current recommendations may not be ideal.

By knowing preoperatively the physical dimensions of the phaco probe tip, together with lens thickness readings obtained from biometry, our technique can more accurately predetermine an individualized safe groove depth for any patient undergoing cataract surgery. The ideal thickness for successful lens cracking relies not only on groove depth, but also on other factors such as lens physical characteristics like nuclear density. This technique should allow those that employ it in phacoemulsification to sculpt to a safe groove depth in order to optimize nucleus splitting and minimize potential for posterior capsule breach.

For the trainee cataract surgeon, it has been demonstrated that early in their training, the rates of PC rupture are higher compared to cases performed when more experience has been gained. This technique should prove especially valuable for early trainees, where knowledge of real time grooving depth can be compared to the desired safe groove depth, allowing for increased confidence, efficiency, and procedural safety awareness.

Conclusion
By combining the biometric measurements of an individual patient’s lens thickness together with known phaco tip dimensions, individualized safe groove depths can be theoretically determined and applied during divide and conquer cataract surgery.
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